
We make life more 
comfortable

Piqueras y Crespo

Zulema office chair



Configurations

Zulema
A Piqueras y Crespo model perfect for users looking for an 
operative chair with a breathable mesh backrest to equip 
their workstation or desk.
 
Available in a wide configuration that allows the chair to 
be adapted to the needs and tastes of the client.
 
In addition, it can be upholstered in the brand’s more than 
25 colours in fabric or imitation leather. It can also be per-
sonalised by embroidering its headboard.

Why Zulema? Useful information

Comparison

Made in

Spain



Why
Zulema?
Look for the value in your origin

Zulema is a small town that belongs to the municipa-
lity of Alcalá del Júcar (Albacete). Located in the plain 
between the valleys of the rivers Júcar and Cabriel, it is 
the northeastern limit of the province.
 
A place shaped by agricultural activity that is believed 
to have Muslim origins and is related to the Legend of 
Princess Zulema.

Our villages
CASTILLA-LA MANCHA

Zulema wheat field (Alcalá del Júcar, Albacete) 
Source: Alcalá del Júcar Town Council





Reasons to choose it:

• Extensive configuration

• Value for money

• Breathable mesh

• More than 25 colours available.

Useful information



Configurations
Zulema

Mechanism Foam

standard - 25 kg/m3

Your way

synchro

Lumbar
support Armrests

1D

Headrest
-

* Available in BALI fabric and faux leather. 

* Mesh available in black, grey and white.

* White arms available in 1D

fixed

traslack

adjustable
2D
3D



Synchro
the backrest follows the inclination
of the seat in a ratio of 10° to 1° 

Version

Backrest 
inclination

Seat height 
adjustment

Tension 
adjustment



Traslack
synchro mechanism + possibility of 
adjusting the seat depth by 5cm

Version

Backrest 
inclination

Seat height 
adjustment Tension 

adjustment

seat depth
adjustment



Chair base options
Available

black

white aluminium

Types of armrest
Available

1D White 1D

2D 3D



Your way

Chinchilla

Zulema

Headrest
2D

Bormate

More ergonomicsLess ergonomics 

* Comparison based on configuration:  
Synchro mechanism, 2D armsrests and fixed headrest.

Mechanism
asynchro

respaldo
height adjustable

Mechanism
synchro

Headrest
fixed

Backrest
height adjustable

Headrest
3D

Backrest
fixed

Armsrests
fixed

Lumbar support
fixed

Brazos
2D
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